
LAZY LEGS

Please introduce yourself and give us a quick synopsis of your new series Lazy Legs.

Sean Towgood is the creator, co-writer and star of the upcoming CBC Gem comedy series
Lazy Legs. Lucy Stewart is executive producing the series, along with her colleague at
Longhope Media, Kevin Wallis.

The logline is “While navigating the pressures of adult life, Ian, a 20-something with cerebral
palsy, tries to find love and purpose in a world not designed for wheels.” Sean plays Ian.

It’s rare to see a series where the lead character lives with a disability. Why is this
kind of on-screen representation so important in today’s world?

I want us to get to a point on screen where no one bats an eye when they see someone in a
wheelchair, and I would like to see representation advance to the point where the chair is
one minor aspect of the character. This show will be a step toward that representation.
Like other underrepresented groups, people with disabilities are living their lives and
contributing to society in pretty ordinary ways. It would be great to see them included in
the stories we see. It sounds like a cliche, but I want young people with disabilities to see
what’s possible. Here we’re highlighting the barriers and challenges individuals with
cerebral palsy and their families face, and doing it with humour and truth. This project will
help to raise awareness and will ultimately help Canadians be more inclusive in their
homes, schools and workplaces.

What inspired you to tell this story? Did you set out to change the way people
perceive the experience of people with disabilities?

I wanted to tell this story because there wasn’t much in the media examining the
experiences of people with disabilities through a comic lens. Often, we’re seen as people to
either be pitied or inspired by. I wanted to show the struggles of just trying to get through
an ordinary day. Those struggles are very real but can be hilarious. A lot of the material
comes from personal experiences I’ve had, some of which have been too outlandish to be
believed. People with cerebral palsy can go to school, have jobs, get married, raise families
and live in their own homes. Most of all, individuals need the opportunity for independence
and full inclusion in our society.  I hope this story helps accomplish that.

What made you want to create a buddy comedy between roommates? Was this a
format you had wanted to explore for some time?



We wanted to rely on a great comedy situation from this slightly unusual perspective, and
also I wanted to show the challenges that any young person faces when learning to live
independently, but those challenges are magnified by a disability. The interesting part of it
for me was the mutual dependency between the characters. They’re both young people
learning to navigate the world independently. One is physically disabled and one is
immature and impulsive, and does not always make the best choices. They rely on each
other in different ways and I thought that balance would be fun to explore.

[Question for Producer]: Your new series Abroad was also supported by the Bell Fund.
Can you tell us a little about the experience of working with Bell Fund and how they
facilitated that process?

We feel very fortunate. We’re in production on Abroad now. It’s a sketch comedy series for
OMNI TV/Rogers starring Isabel Kanaan and is loosely based on her experiences
immigrating from the Philippines as a teenager. The Bell Fund has been incredibly
supportive and transparent at every stage, and always responsive and clear about what
they need from us. Because they funded additional scripts in development we were able to
further hone the style and comedic tone, and secure our greenlight. My advice is as always,
read the guidelines, and don’t be afraid to ask questions!

Can you speak to the importance of institutions like the Bell Fund in supporting a
series like this, and what it means for creators wanting to tell this kind of story?

The Bell Fund and institutions like it are essential in ensuring that these stories get told. I
can’t stress this highly enough. Their advocacy in the Canadian media ecosystem supports
a greater variety of narratives and points of view.

Can you speak to the importance of representation for people with disabilities not
only on screen, but also in key positions behind the camera?

We have to work towards developing a safer, more inclusive space for filmmakers with
disabilities, and we’re excited to help grow and support the talent pool. Disability has often
been overlooked and underserved and yet as we all know, diversity in voices is paramount
to our success as an industry.


